7
PM2.5 concentrations when days had complete records in all hours. Daily mean of PM2.5 for a set of 19 126 fixed measuring sites and for 365 days of year 2015 was used as response variable in this study. 127
A pool of 212 potentially predictive variables (PPVs) in six classes and 73 sub-classes were used for 128 selecting model independent variables. These variables were in raster format for whole study area with 129 resolution of 5×5 meters. The six GIS generated classes were Distance (60 variables), Product terms (52 130 variables), Land Use (50 variables), Traffic Surrogates (26 variables), Population Density (22 variables), 131
and Geographic Location (2 variables). The full list of our PPVs could be found elsewhere (Amini et al., 132 2016; Amini et al., 2014) . 133 The final daily LUR model was assessed in three forms: a) spatiotemporal, b) spatial (temporally 172 averaged to assess spatial variations), and c) temporal (spatially averaged to assess temporal variations). 173
Model Specification
Also, Normalized Mean Bias Factor (NMBF) was used for checking whether models underestimate or 174 overestimate observed data (Yu et al., 2006) . 175
The power of missing data imputation was compared between mean substitution in each monitoring 176 station, and final spatiotemporal LUR model by 10 independent simulations. In each simulation 10% of 177 spatiotemporal observed data was randomly selected and was replaced by missing data. Afterwards, 178 both models were independently employed for missing imputation. The predicted values of the 179 randomly missed data and original observed values (that randomly missed), was used to compute Mean 180 Absolute Error (MAE) in missing imputation of each model. Finally, MAEs that computed in these 181 independent simulations and percent of MAEs change between two models, was averaged and 182
reported. 183
Mapping was done using D-STEM for each day, by providing GIS generated maps that correspond to 184 predictors of the final daily LUR model. Seasonal maps were generated by averaging of daily output 185 maps in the corresponding time periods. Finally, we applied a quantification limit (QL) that its lower Table S1 of Supporting information. 220 Table 1 presents estimated parameters of spatiotemporal daily LUR model. This model accounts for both 221 temporal and spatial autocorrelations, and moreover supports inclusion of predictors for concurrent 222 missing imputation and LUR model fitting. Among 212 GIS generated predictors that produced a huge 223 possible combination of predictors, eventually 8 predictors were selected by our described algorithm to 224 include in the spatiotemporal final daily LUR model. 225 The model response was standardized natural logarithm of PM2.5 concentrations Also, Predictors were standardized (see Table S1 of Supporting information). Spatial R-squared (temporally averaged) and spatial LOOCV R-squared were 89% and 72%, respectively. 253
Temporal R-squared (spatially averaged) and temporal LOOCV R-squared were 99.5% and 99.3%, 254 respectively. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) criteria are shown in Table S2 Table S3 of Supporting  287 information. 288
This result is important because missing data exists in almost any air pollution study of fixed air 289 monitoring stations, such as our two previous LUR studies of PM10, SO2, and nitrogen oxides in Tehran. 290 In those studies we imputed air pollution missing data using EM algorithm in a multivariate way but 291 without considering spatial and temporal autocorrelations (Amini et This study proved that D-STEM missing imputation is better than ignoring of missing data, which is 296 common at least when the amount of missing data is small (Meng et al., 2016) . We believe D-STEM is 297
worthy to be applied in missing imputation of (fixed monitoring stations) air pollution data, because it 298 imputes missing data concurrently with modeling, and we see that the underlying temporal model of D-299 STEM perform very well. Moreover, D-STEM can capture spatial variation of air pollution data by 300 incorporating suitable land use and GIS generated predictors. Furthermore, D-STEM spatiotemporal 301 model that concurrently impute missing data has ability to employ spatiotemporal meteorological 302 predictors, and even remote sensing data. 303
Generating output maps

304
We produced daily PM2.5 concentrations maps with resolution of 20×20 meters for whole study area that 305 cover 613 km 
